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We use the recently deveiloped theory of finite categories and the two-sided kernel to study the 
effect of the unambiguous concatenation product of recognizable languages on the syntactic 
monoids of the languages involved. As a result of this study we obtain an algebraic characteriza- 
tion (originally due to Pin) of the closure of a variety of languages under boolean operations and 
unambiguous concatenation, and a new proof of a theorem of Straubing characterizing the 
closure of a variety of languages under boolean operations and concatenation. We also note some 
connections to the study of the dot-depth hierarchy. 
1. Locally trivial categories 
This paper assumes some familiarity with the syntactic monoid of a recognizable 
language, the notion of a variety of finite monoids or semigroups (here called M- 
varieties and S-varieties), and relaiionaf morphisms between finite monoids. The 
reference for all these ideas is [1,4]. 
Let C be a category in which both the set of objects, denoted Obj(C), and the 
set of morphisms, denoted Horn(C), are finite. If a, by Obj(C), then Horn@, b) 
denotes the set of morphisms from a to b. We shall be using categories in connection 
with the study of finite monoids - in fact we are viewing a category as a kind of 
generalized monoid - and we wish to reserve the word ‘morphism’ to mean a mor- 
phism between monoids. We shall therefore call an element of Horn(C) an arrow. 
This terminology, as well as much of the fundamental theory for the application of 
categories to semigroup theory, is from [ 131. 
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We say that C is locally trivial if for all a E Obj(C), IHom(a, a)1 = 1. The collection 
of all locally trivial categories is denoted lee(1). Two objects a,b~Obj(C) are said 
to be bonded to each other if both Hom(b, a) and Hom(a, b) are nonempty. Because 
of the presence of identities and the composition operation in a category, this 
defines an equivalence relation on Obj(c); the equivalence classes are called the 
bonded components of C. 
Proposition 1.1. Zj’ C~loc(l) and a, bEObj(C) are bonded to each other, then 
IHom(a, b)l = 1. 
Proof. Let x, YE Hom(a, b). By hypothesis there exists ZE Hom(a, b). Since 
lHom(a,a)l =IHom(b,b)l= 1, xz=yz= 1, and zx=zy= lb. Thus X=XZY=Y. 0 
Let M, N be finite monoids and let n : M-t N be a relational morphism. (When the 
word ‘morphism’ is used without the qualifier ‘relational’, we mean an ordinary 
functional morphism of monoids.) We define a category ker(n) as follows (this 
definition is from [6]): Obj(ker(n)) = Nx N. The arrows from (ni, nz) to (n;, ni) are 
labelled by pairs (m, n) EMX N such that m E rzrr, n,n = n; and nnz = n;. We identify 
the two arrows 
if for all ml Erz;n-l, m2En;7C1, we have m,mm2=m,m’m2. The product, or 
composition, of the two arrows 
(4 n2) 
(4 n) (m’, n’) 




------+ (n;, n;). 
It is easy to check that this multiplication is associative and is compatible with the 
identification of arrows. Furthermore the arrow 
is an identity at (n,,+), so ker(7c) is indeed a category. Since many of our argu- 
ments concern words over a finite alphabet, the following equivalent description of 
ker(n) will often be used: Let A* denote the free monoid on a finite set A, and let 
o:A*-+M, p:A*+N be morphisms, with cr surjective. Then o-‘,u : M-N is a 
relational morphism. We may picture the arrows of ker(o-‘p) as 
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where U, w, w’EA”. Two such arrows, labelled u and u’, are identified if and only 
if (wow’)0 = (wu’w’)o. 
Let V be an M-variety; that is, V is a collection of finite monoids closed under 
division and finite direct products. Let lot(1) q V denote the family of all finite 
monoids M such that there exists a relational morphism rr : M-+N, with NE V and 
ker(n) E 1041). The assertion that ker(rc) E lot(1) is equivalent to the following con- 
dition: If n,Em,n, n2cm2rt, nernr, nln=n,, nn2=n2, then m,mm2=mlm2; that 
is, any arrow from (n,,n2) to itself is the identity at (nl,n2). 
Proposition 1.2. lot(1) 0 V is an M-variety. 
Proof. Let ME lot(1) q V and suppose rc : M-+M’ is a surjective morphism. There 
exists a relational morphism o: M+N such that NE V and ker(o) bloc. Let 
-1 n,Em;71 0, n,Em;rr , -lo nEm’71 -1 0, n,n=nl, nn2=n2. Then m;=m,n, 
rn; =m2r, m’=mn for some m, m,, m2EM. Since ker(a) bloc it follows that 
m,mm, = m,m,; thus m;rn’rni = m;m;. This shows ker(n- ‘0) bloc and thus 
1041) q V is closed under quotients. 
In an identical fashion one verifies that if M’ is a submonoid of M, then 
ker(a I,,,,) bloc, and that if cri : Mi +N, (i= 1,2) are relational morphisms with 
Ni E V and ker(o;) E lot(l), then o1 x (~2 : M, x M2 + N, x N2 is a relational mor- 
phism with ker(cri x a2) E lot(1). Thus lot(1) q V is closed under submonoids and 
finite direct products. 0 
Remark. The category ker(n) was introduced in [6] in conjunction with a ‘two-sided’ 
version of the wreath product of monoids. It is shown there that M divides a two- 
sided wreath product N q M’ with NE W, M’E V (where V and Ware M-varieties), 
if and only if there is a relational morphism rr : M-t M’ such that ker(rr) divides a 
member of W. We could view lot(1) in this light by introducing a suitable version 
of the two-sided semidirect product for categories, and using the notion of category 
division as defined in [ 131. We have chosen to avoid introducing these ideas in order 
to keep the present paper as brief and self-contained as possible. 
2. Unambiguous product of languages 
Let A be a finite set and A* the free monoid generated by A. Let L, L’ c A* 
and a E A. The product LaL’ is said to be unambiguous if for every w E LaL’ there 
is exactly one factorization w= uav’ with UE L, V’E L’. Similarly, the product 
L,a,L2 . . . ak_,Lk iS unambiguous if every WELltZlL2...ak_lLk has a UniqUe 
factorization w = ui a, u2 . . . akpluk with u;EL; for i= 1, . . . . k. Observe that this k- 
fold product is unambiguous if and only if every one of the 2-fold products 
(L,a, . . . aj_,Li)a;(L;+,aj+, . . . ak_ ,Lk) is unambiguous. 
If L G A*, we denote by M(L) the syntactic monoid of L, and by p(L) the syntactic 
morphism from A* onto M(L). 
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Proposition 2.1. Let L,, L, c A* be recognizable languages. Let a E A and suppose 
that the product L = L,aL, is unambiguous. Let a=p(L)P1(~(Ll) xp(L2)) :M(L)-+ 
M(L,) x M(L,). Then o is a relational morphism and ker(o) E lot(1). 
PrOOf. It is clear that CJ is a relational morphism. We must show that if U, wl, w2 E A* 
with 
(~l~ML,)= wdLl), (Wlaw22 = Wl,w,), 
(~w,lPwl)= W2PWlL (~W,ML,) = W2PW2), 
then (~1 UW~>PU(L) = (~1 w&(L). Suppose xw, w2y E L for some x, y E A*. If the fac- 
torization of xwlw2y as zlazz with z, ELM, z2gL2 cuts xw, - that is, if xw, =zaz’ 
with ZEL,, Z’WLYEL~ - then z’uw2yeL2, so zaz’vw2y=xwluw2y~LlaL2. Simi- 
larly, we conclude xw,uw,y E L,aL2 if the factorization cuts w,y. 
Conversely, if xw, uw2ye L,aL2 and the factorization of xw, uw,y cuts xwI, then 
xw, =zaz’ with ZEL,, z’vw,y~L~; so z’w2yeL2, and thus xwlw2y~LlaL2. We 
argue similarly if the factorization cuts w,y. The case where the factorization cuts 
0 cannot arise, for in this instance we have v = zaz’ with xw,z E L,, z’w2y E L,, and 
therefore xwI DZ E L,, z’uw2y E L,. This gives two different factorizations of 
xw~vvw2y as zlaz2 with z, EL,, z2~L2, namely, 
XW1uuw2Y = @WI oz)a(z’w2y) = (xw,z)a(z’ow,y), 
which contradicts the hypothesis that the product L,aL, is unambiguous. Thus 
xwI w,y E L if and only if xw,uw,y E L; that is, (w,uw,),~(L) = (w, w2)~(L). 0 
Observe that the proof of the preceding proposition works even without the 
assumption that the languages involved are recognizable; the category ker(cs) will 
then have infinitely many objects, but will still be locally trivial in the sense that 
IHom(a,a)I = 1 for all objects a. 
Recall that a monoid A4 is said to recognize a language L c A* if and only if there 
is a morphism o:A*+Msuch that L=Xa-’ for some subset X of M. Let us call 
such a language an M-language. 
Proposition 2.2. Let (T : MAN be a morphism between finite monoids, and suppose 
that ker(a) E lot(1). Then every M-language is 
(a) a finite disjoint union of unambiguous products L,a,L, . . . a& [Lk where 
L,, .“, Lk are recognized by N; 
(b) in the boolean closure of the family of languages 
JYU ( LaL' 1 L, L’ E Jv; LaL’ is an unambiguous product } , 
where JV= {L c A* 1 N recognizes L). 
Proof. It suffices to prove (a) and (b) for languages of the form mC1, where 
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rc:A*+Mis a morphism. Given w=a,...akEA*, where al,...,akEA, we obtain 
the following sequence of consecutive arrows in ker(o): 
(1 7c0, wrco) 2 (aI no, (a2 . . . ak)nu) 
a2 
- *** 2 (w710, lna). 
This sequence has a unique factorization 
VI h ~2 b2 L, 
c,-dl+cz-d2-...- c,Ld, (*) 
where b,, . . . , b,_lEA; w=u,b,u2... b,_ ,v,; ci and di are bonded to each other 
for i= 1, . . . . r; and d, and ci+, are not bonded to each other for i = 1,. . . , r - 1. 
Now suppose w’EA* gives rise to the same sequence (*), in the sense that w’= 
u,b,u2... b,_ , o, where 
are equivalent arrows (i.e., represent the same arrow of ker(a)) for each i. Multiply- 
ing each of the two sequences shows that 
(lna, wrco)~(wlra, 1~) and (lrca, w’no)~(w’~o, 17~0) 
are equivalent arrows, and hence W’X = wrc. It follows that mn- ’ is the union of 
the languages L,, where L, is the set of words that give rise to a given sequence s 
of the form (*), and where the union is over all the sequences s obtained from words 
in mn -I. Since only one such sequence can be associated to a given word, the 
union is disjoint; furthermore, only finitely many such sequences are possible, since 
ker(a) has only finitely many objects and arrows, and the length of such a sequence 
cannot exceed twice the number of distinct bonded components of ker(a). Thus to 
prove part (a) of the proposition, it suffices to show that each L, can be written in 
the form described. Indeed, if s is the sequence (*), then L,= L,b, L2 . . . b,_ ,L,, 
where L, is the set of all words u’ such that there is an arrow 
V’ 
c;- d; 
of ker(a) equivalent to 
This product is unambiguous, for if a word w’EL~ had two different factoriza- 
tions in the required form, we would obtain an arrow in Hom(c,+ ,, d,) for some i, 
which contradicts the assumption that ci+ , and di belong to different bonded com- 
ponents of ker(o). Furthermore, by Proposition 1.1, there is only one arrow in 
Hom(ci, di) for any i, SO if Ci = (n,, TV,) and di = (n;, n;), then Li =X(na)- ‘, where 
X={nENlnin=n;, n2 = nn;}. Thus each Li is recognized by N. This proves part 
(a) of the proposition. 
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To prove part (b), we observe that the sequence (*) is completely determined once 
we know the objects c, and d, and the set of triples {(di, bi, c;+ I) 1 1 I i< r}. This is 
because no such sequence can contain Cj to the left of Ci if i < j (otherwise we would 
have Ci,di,Ci+l,..., dj_ 1, cj all in the same bonded component), and thus the order 
c,,d ,, . . . , c,,d, of the objects is determined. Furthermore, by Proposition 1.1, 
IHom(ci,di)l = 1 for each i, so the arrows 
“, 
c;-d, 
are determined as well. Thus 
L,=L,M& n L(d,b,c)- u L(d,b,c) 
I 
, 
(**) (++I 1 
where L, is the set of all words w whose associated sequence of arrows begins with 
the object cl; L, is the set of all words whose associated sequence ends with the 
object d,; L(d,b,c) is the set of all words whose associated sequence contains an 
arrow labelled b between objects d and c belonging to different bonded components 
of ker(o); the intersection (**) runs through all such arrows that occur in the se- 
quence s, and the union (++) runs through all such arrows that do not occur in s. 
Now cl = (1 rra, Woo) and d, = (wna, 1 no), so L1 = L, = w(na)(7co)- ‘, which is recog- 
nized by N. L(d, 6, c) = L’bL”, where c = (c(l), cc*‘), d = (d(l), d’*‘), L’= d(‘)(xa)- ‘, 
L”= I- ‘. In particular, L’ and L” are recognized by N, and the product 
L’bL” is unambiguous (otherwise we would have an arrow from c to d, contradicting 
the assumption that these objects belong to different bonded components). Since 
mll-’ is a finite union of the L,, this proves part (b). 0 
If V is an M-variety, A* Y denotes the family of recognizable languages in A* 
whose syntactic monoids belong to V. The next theorem characterizes the languages 
whose syntactic monoids belong to lot(1) q V. 
Theorem 2.3. Let V be an M-variety and let W=loc(l) q V. Then A*9+ is the 
boolean closure of the family of languages 
A*WU {LaL’ 1 L, L’c A*W; LaL’ is an unambiguous product}. 
Proof. Let g= A*WU {LaL’ 1 L, L’ c A*W; LaL’ is an unambiguous product}. If 
L E g’, then by Proposition 2.1, M(L) E lot(1) q V. Since lot(1) q V is an M-variety 
(Proposition 1.2) and boolean operations on languages preserve membership in A4- 
varieties, it follows that the boolean closure of 9 is contained in A* w. Conversely, 
let L E A*‘%‘. Then there is a relational morphism CT: M(L)+NE W such that 
ker(a) E lot(1) q V. The map that sends (m, n) to n defines a functional morphism 
rc from M= Graph(o) = {(m, n) 1 m E [M(L), n E ma} to N. M(L) is a quotient of M, 
and it is easy to see that ker(o) and ker(rc) are isomorphic. By Proposition 2.2(b), 
every language recognized by Mis in the boolean closure of 9, so A* C% is contained 
in the boolean closure of g. 0 
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3. Varieties closed under unambiguous product 
Ll denotes the family of finite semigroups S such that esf = ef for all e, s, f E S, 
where e and f are idempotent. It is easy to show that Ll is an S-variety, often called 
the variety of generalized definite semigroups. (See the discussions in [l, 4, II], 
where a number of other characterizations of this S-variety are given.) 
Let rc : M-+N be a relational morphism, where A4 and N are finite monoids. 7r is 
said to be a relational Ll-morphism if for every idempotent e E N, the semigroup 
e7Y’ belongs to Ll. (If rr is functional as well, we call it a functional 
Ll-morphism, or just an Ll-morphism.) Let V be an M-variety; then Ll-’ V 
denotes the family of all finite monoids A4 such that there exists a relational Ll- 
morphism rc : M-N with NE I’. It is easy to verify that Ll- ’ V is an M-variety. 
Lemma 3.1. (a) If n:M,pM, and a:M, -tM, are relational Ll-morphisms, then 
rca : M, + M3 is a relational Ll-morphism. 
(b) If 71: Ml +M2 and a : M,-+M, are surjective functional morphisms and no is 
an Ll-morphism, then TC and a are Ll-morphisms. 
Proof. (a) It is sufficient to prove that if S is a subsemigroup of M2 such that 
SELL, then SK’ E Ll. Observe that Ll may be defined by the condition: TE Ll 
if and only if ete= e for all e, t E T with e idempotent. (This condition obviously 
holds for every semigroup in Ll. Conversely, the condition implies that all idem- 
potents of T lie in the minimal ideal of T, so if e, f E Tare idempotent, etf and ef 
are in the same H-class of the minimal ideal. As T can contain only trivial sub- 
groups, etf =ef, and hence TgLl.) So let e,scSn-‘. Then en contains an idem- 
potent e’, and if t E Snsn, e’= e’te’E (e7c)(s7c)(ex) C_ (ese)n. Thus e, ese E e’F ‘. 
Since e’lt ~ ’ ELM, we have ese=e(ese)e=e, so Sn-‘ELM. 
(b) If eEM, is idempotent, then ea- ’ = [e(na)- ‘17-c. Since e(rca)- ’ E Ll by 
assumption, it follows that ea-’ E Ll, so a is an Ll-morphism. If e E M2 is idem- 
potent, then err ’ C (ea)(rra)-’ ELl, so en-’ ELM, and thus 71 is an Ll-morphism. 
q 
Lemma 3.2. If 71: M-r N is a relational morphism such that ker(rc) E lot(l), then JI 
is a relational Ll-morphism. 
Proof. We will prove a stronger result: If e E N is idempotent, then en- ’ satisfies 
the identity xyz = xz. Indeed, let x, JJ, z E en ‘. Since ker(rc) E lot(l), the arrows 
(Y, d 
(e, e)=>(e, 4 
‘e 
are equivalent, so xyz = xz. 0 
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Lemma 3.3. Let TC : M+ N be a morphism of finite monoids. Suppose M has a null 
J-class J such that n is injective when restricted to M-J, and mn n J~I = 0 for all 
m EM strictly above J in the J-ordering on M. Then ker(n) E 10~0). 
Proof. Let m,m,,m2EM; n,=m,n, n2=m2z, n-mz, n,n=n,, nn2=n2. If 
m,,m,m EM-J, then, since n is injective on M-J, m,m =m, and consequently 
m,mm2=m,m2. Similarly, m,mm2=m,m2 if m2,mm2EM- J. We cannot have 
m, $ J and m,m E J, since m,nn Jn = 0. Likewise, we cannot have m2e J and 
mm2E J. So we can suppose m,,m,E J. In this case, since J is null, m,m2 and 
m,mm, are strictly below J in the J-order on M, so since n is injective on M-J we 
have m,m2 = m,mm,. Thus ker(n) E lot(1). 0 
The following proposition is a special case of a theorem proved in [6,7]: 
Proposition 3.4. Let 71: M+N be a surjective Ll-morphism. Then TI = TC, 7t2.  . nk 
where each xi is a morphism with ker(n;) E lot(1). 
Proof. By a theorem of Rhodes [5], every surjective morphism between finite semi- 
groups is a composition of morphisms, where each factor o : S-t Tin the composi- 
tion satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(a) There is a J-class J of S such that cr is injective on S - J, and scr = s’o implies 
s and s’ are H-equivalent. 
(b) There is a J-class J of S such that o is injective on S - J, so = s’o implies s and 
s’ are J-equivalent, and (T is injective on groups contained in S. 
(c) There are two J-classes J1 < J2 such that (T is injective on S - J2, so = s’o im- 
plies s =s’ or S,S’E J1 U J2, and o is injective on groups contained in S. 
(d) There are two incomparable J-classes J, and J2 such that o is injective on 
S-J1 and on S-J,, so=s’o implies s=s’ or s,s’eJlUJ2, and (T is injective on 
groups contained in S. 
Let n=ni . . . xk be a factorization of the Ll-morphism rr such that each factor 
satisfies one of these conditions. By Lemma 3.1, each rci is an Ll-morphism. We 
show for each of the cases (a)-(d) above that ker(rc;) E lot(1). Since ker(a) E lot(1) 
for any injective morphism (T, we may assume that no xi is injective. 
Case (a). If J is null, then ker(n;) E lot(1) by Lemma 3.3. If J is regular, then since 
7~; is not injective and two elements with the same image are H-equivalent, there is 
some nontrivial group G in J such that IGrc;/ < ICI. Let e be the identity of G; then 
(erc;)n,-’ is a nontrivial group, which contradicts the assumption that nj is an 
Ll-morphism. 
Case (b). If J is null, then ker(7r;) E lot(1) by Lemma 3.3. If J is regular, let n = mx,, 
n,=m,n;, ll2=m2TCi, n,n=n,, nn2=n2. As in the proof of Lemma 3.3 we may 
reduce to the case where m,,m2E J. If either of m,m2 or m,mm, is not in J, then 
the other is not in J, so since nj is injective on the complement of J, m,mm2 = m1m2. 
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Thus we may suppose m1m2, m,mm,E J, from which it follows that m,, m,m and 
m,mm, are all R-equivalent, and m2, m,m2 and m,mm2 are all L-equivalent. Thus 
mlm2 and m,mm, are H-equivalent. rri must be injective on regular H-classes of J, 
otherwise it would fail to be injective on some group in J. Thus m,mm, =m,m2, 
and ker(7rr,) E lot(1). 
Case (c). If J2 is null, then ker(ni)Eloc(l) by Lemma 3.3. J2 cannot be regular: If 
it were, there would be an idempotent e E J2, and we may assume there are elements 
s1 E J, , s2 E J2 such that s1 rrci = S2ni (otherwise we are back in Case (b)). Then e = xs,y 
for some x, YE J2, so e and another idempotent f = (xs,y)“, where n >O, both 
belong to (erc;)n; ‘. Thus e=efe, but eE J2 and efel J, < J2, a contradiction. 
Case (d). We may assume there exist s, E JI, s2 E 52 such that s,~c~=s~~c~; otherwise 
we are back in Case (b). If J, contains an idempotent e, then e=x.s,y for some 
x, y E J1, so eni = ((xst_~)(xs~y))~, . This contradicts condition (d), since (xs,y)(xs2y) 
must be strictly J-below both J1 and J2. Thus J1 is null, and it follows from Lemma 
3.3 that ker(n;)EIoc(l). q 
The next theorem characterizes Ll- ’ V as both the closure of V under the opera- 
tion W-lot(1) q W, and as the closure of the family of languages in V under 
boolean operations and unambiguous product. The latter characterization appeared 
first in [2]. 
Theorem 3.5. (a) Let V be an M-variety. Then Ll- ’ is the smallest M-variety W 
such VC_ W lot(1) q WC W. 
(b) Let W= Ll- ’ V. Then A*w is the smallest family of languages that contains 
A*%’ and is closed under boolean operations and the formation of unambiguous 
products (L, L’) H LaL’. 
(c) A*94 consists of all finite disjoint unions of unambiguous products 
L,a,L,... a,_,Lk, where L, ,.,., L,EA*‘V. 
Proof. (a) It follows from Lemmas 3.1(a) and 3.2 that lot(1) q Ll- I VC Ll- I V, 
and obviously F’G Ll- ’ V. Suppose W is another M-variety such that Vc W and 
lot(1) q W c W. Let M’ E Ll- ’ P’; then there is a surjective relational Ll-morphism 
7c :M’+N, where NE V. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we let M= Graph(r) = 
((m, n) / m EM’, n E rnn} and let o be the functional morphism that maps (m, n) to 
n. It is clear that eK’ and en-’ are isomorphic for any idempotent e E N, so (T is 
a functional Ll-morphism. By Proposition 3.4, o is equal to a composition 
01 . . . ok, where ker(o,) E lot(1) for i = 1, . . . ,k. It follows that M, and consequently 
M’, belong to the M-variety 
(lot(1) 0 (lot(1) 0 ( ... (lot(1) Cl V) ... ))) 
(where lot(1) appears k times in the above expression), so M’E W. Thus Ll- I Vc_ W. 
(b) Let W,= Vand W,,, = lot(1) q W, for kz0. By part (a), Ll-’ V= lJk2,, W,. 
By Theorem 2.3, the families of languages corresponding to the varieties W, are 
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defined inductively by 
A * wk+, = boolean closure of A * 9Vk 
U (La,C’ ( L, L’E A * Wk ; LaL’ is an unambiguous product). 
Then A*96= Uk2e A * ?Nk, which is evidently the smallest family of languages that 
contains A*W and is closed under boolean operations and the formation of un- 
ambiguous products. 
(c) By (b), A* w contains A*W and is closed under unambiguous product, so 
every language of the form described is in A * %. We show the converse, that every 
language in A*w is of the required form. It is easy to prove that if L1, . . . , L, are 
disjoint unions of unambiguous products of languages in A * W, as described above, 
then any unambiguous product L,a, L, . . . ar_lL, is itself a disjoint union of un- 
ambiguous products of languages in A * Y (this is a consequence of the fact that con- 
catenation product is distributive over union). It follows immediately from Proposi- 
tion 2.2(b) and induction on k that every language in A* wk for kr 0, and con- 
sequently every language in A*‘%‘, is such a disjoint union. Cl 
Example. Let V be a G-variety; i.e., V is an M-variety all of whose members are 
groups. Then Ll- I V= V. To see this, let G be a group and let rr : M+ G be a sur- 
jective relational Ll-morphism. Then 1~~’ contains the identity l,,,, of M, so for all 
/??E 171~‘, m=l,ml,=l. Thus In-‘= {l,,,,,}. It follows that for any ge G, 
igY’1= 1, for if m,m’EgY’ and nrr=g-‘, then l,=mn=nm’, so m=mnm’=m’. 
Thus rr -’ is a functional morphism from G onto M, so ME I/. 
It follows, by Theorem 3.5, that one cannot leave the variety V by forming un- 
ambiguous products of languages in A * %‘. We can prove this directly, without using 
Theorem 3.5: If L,L’eA*W, then there is a surjective morphism ~:A*+GE V, and 
subsets X,X’ of G such that Xo- ’ = L and X’a- ’ = L’. Let a E A and w E A* be 
such that wrc = (an)- ‘. If L and L’ are nonempty, pick u EL, V’E L’. Then vaw .s L 
and wav’e L’, so the word vawav’ has two different factorizations as a member of 
LaL’. Thus any unambiguous product LaL’ with L, L’E A*‘%’ has either L =0 or 
L’=O, in which case LaL’=O and M(LaL’) is the trivial monoid. 
In particular, if Ll-’ Y is to differ from V, then V must contain the M-variety 
J, of idempotent and commutative monoids, since any monoid that is not a group 
contains the two-element monoid (0, 1)) which generates Jt . We will study Ll- ‘.I, 
in detail in the next section. 
4. The M-variety DA 
DA denotes the family of all finite monoids M such that every regular J-class of 
A4 is a rectangular band. Another way to say this is that if s E M is R-equivalent (or 
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L-equivalent) to an idempotent, then s itself is idempotent. The family DA was in- 
troduced by Schutzenberger 181, in connection with the unambiguous concatenation 
product. We will prove Schiitzenberger’s principal result below (Theorem 4.4). 
Proposition 4.1. DA is an M-variety. 
Proof. Using the condition that any element R-equivalent o an idempotent is idem- 
potent, one proves easily that DA is ciosed under direct products and submonoids. 
To show that it is closed under quotients as well, let MEDA and let n:M-+M’ be 
a surjective morphism. Let s and e be R-equivalent elements of M’, with e idem- 
potent, and let e’ be an R-minimal idempotent of M such that e’ri = e. Since s= ex 
and e = sy for some x, y E M’, there exist x‘, Y’E M such that s’7t =x, y’n =y, and con- 
sequently (e’x‘)n = s, (e’x’y’)n = e. Now (e’x’y’)k is idempotent for some kr: 1, and 
hence e’ and e’x’ are ~-equivalent. Since ME DA, e’x’ is idempotent, so s is idem- 
potent. Thus M’EDA. Cl 
If h4 is a finite monoid and e E M is idempotent, then h4, denotes the submonoid 
of M generated by (sEM/ecJs}. 
Lemma 4.2. ME DA if and only if for every idempotent e E M, eM,e = e. 
Proof. Let ME DA. First observe that if e is idempotent, then ex is J-equivalent to 
e if and only if xe is J-equivalent to e. For if ex and e are J-equivalent, then they 
are R-equivalent, so ex is idempotent. Thus elJ ex = exexs,xe gJ e, so e and xe are 
J-equivalent as claimed; the converse is proved similarly. Now if esJ& then 
e = uxv, so ecJ euxIJ euxv = e. Thus e and eux are J-equivalent, so by the above 
remarks, uxe is J-equivalent to e. 
Since ecJ uxesJ.xezz,x, xe is J-equivalent to e, and so ex is J-equivalent to e. It 
folIows that if xl, . . . ,x, z5 e, then ex, . . . x, and e beIong to the same J-class. As this 
J-class is a rectangular band, ex, . . . x,,e = e. So eMee = e. 
Conversely, suppose eM,e = e for all idempotents e E M. If s is ~-equivaIent o e, 
then s=ex, with el,exl,x, so s2=(exe)x=ex=s; that is, s is idempotent. Thus 
MEDA. I? 
Proposition 4.3. DA = Ll- ‘J, . 
Proof. Let MEDA. For m EM, mw denotes the unique idempotent power of m. 
Define ml = m2 if and only if mf’ and my are J-equivalent. We show that = is a con- 
gruence on M: If ml Em2 and m3 EM, then by Lemma 4.2, (m,m3)“‘m~(mlm3)w= 
(mlm3) w, so (m,m3)WcJ17210(JmZwIJm,. Thus, by another application of Lemma 
4.2, (un,m3)0(m2m3)w(mlm3)w=(mlm3)‘U, so (m,m3)0sJ(m2m3)W. Symmetrically, 
(%m3)w IJ (mlm3) w, thus m,m3=m2m,. In a similar manner one shows m3m1s 
m3m2, so = is a congruence, as claimed. An identical argument shows m1m2= m2m, 
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for all m,, m,EM, and obviously m =m2 for all m EM, so the quotient M/Z 
belongs to Jr. The preimage of an idempotent in M/E under the projection mor- 
phism from M onto its quotient is just a =-class, that is, a set of the form 
{m EM j m w E J} for some J-class J. Since J is a rectangular band, this =-class is 
a semigroup in Ll. Thus MEL~-‘J,. 
Conversely, let MEL~-~J,. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, A4 is a 
quotient of M’, where there is a surjective functional Ll-morphism n : M-NE J, . 
Let e E M’ be idempotent, and x1, . . . , xk>Je. It follows easily from the fact that N 
is idempotent and Commutative that (exr . . . x$)x = en. Thus ex, . . . xke = e, since TI 
is an Ll-morphism, and hence eM,e = e. So by Lemma 4.2, ME DA. I7 
We can now apply the results of the preceding sections to prove Schtitzenberger’s 
theorem: 
Theorem 4.4. Let L c A*. M(L) E DA if and only if L is a finite disjoint union of un- 
ambiguous products of the form ATa, A:az . . . ak , A;, where A; G A for i = 1, . . . , k. 
Proof. Since M(AF) EJ, for Aic A, it follows from Theorem 3.5 that if L = 
A;“a,A!...ak_,A$ is an unambiguous product, then M(L)E Ll-IJ,. Since 
Ll-‘JI = DA (by Proposition 4.3), it follows that any such unambiguous product, 
and any finite union of such products, has its syntactic monoid in DA. 
Conversely, if M(L) E DA, then by Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 3.5(c), L is a 
finite disjoint Union of unambiguous products Lrf?r& . . . ak_ rLk, where M(L,) ~,,ir 
for i= 1 , . . . , k. To complete the proof, it remains to show that if M(L’) E J, , then 
L’ is a disjoint union of unambiguous products ATalA;. . . a,_ ,A,! (the result then 
follows from the remark in the proof of Theorem 3.5(c) - an unambiguous product 
of disjoint unions of unambiguous products of members of a family @ of 
languages, is itself a disjoint union of unambiguous products of members of s). 
Indeed, if M(L’) E J1, then L’ is a disjoint union of languages LB, where B c A and 
L, consists of all words w such that the set of letters in w is B. Let B= (a,, . . . , a,.,). 
Then L, is the disjoint union of 
(0)*a,(,){a,(l)}*a,(2)(n,(l), ~(2)) *a,(3) . . . B”, 
where the union is over all permutations rc of { 1, . . . , r]. Since each of these products 
is unambiguous, we obtain the result. q 
5. Aperiodic morphisms 
A relational morphism rr : M-+ N is aperiodic if for each idempotent e E N, en- ’ 
is an aperiodic semigroup - that is, every group in en-’ is trivial. If Y is an M- 
variety, then Ap- ’ Y is the set of all finite monoids A4 for which there is an aperiodic 
relational morphism n : M-r N, with NE V. It is easy to show that Ap- ’ V is an M- 
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variety. By a slight modification of the techniques of Sections 1-3, we will obtain 
a new proof of the following theorem, which originally appeared in [9]: 
Theorem 5.1. Let V be an M-variety, and let W= Ap-‘V. Then A*w is the 
smallest family of languages that contains A * W and is closed under boolean opera- 
tions and concatenation products (L, L’) - LaL’. 
Compare this to the statement of Theorem 3.5(b), where we require the product 
to be unambiguous. The proof of Theorem 5.1 will be given after we establish the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 5.2. Let 71: AC+ N be a surjective functional morphism of finite monoids. 
Let J be a regular J-class of M such that x is injective when restricted to M-J 
and Jznmn=O for m>,J. Let a:A *+M be a morphism. Then the language 
{WEA* ( wacJ J> is in the boolean closure of the family of languages L,a,L,... 
ak_,L, where a, ,..., ak_,EA and L, ,..., L, are N-languages. 
Proof. If wa<, J, then w has a minimal factor whose image under o is strictly 
below J in the J-order on M; i.e., w =xyz where ~a<~ J and y’a is not strictly 
below J for all proper factors y’ of y. If lyl = 1, then YE A. Otherwise y=a,y’a, 
where aI, a2 E A and y’o is not strictly below J. We claim that y’a is not in J: For 
if y’o~ J, then by the minimality condition, (a,y’)a, (y’a,)aE J, and it follows 
from the regularity of J that yo= (aly’a,)oE J, a contradiction. So ~‘a>~ J, and 
hence (y’a)a-’ = (y’orc)(an)-‘, since y’orrtl Jn =0, and rr is injective on M-J. 
Thus 
{weA* 1 wocJJ} C [g A*aA*] U [~~A*a,n(07rP’a2A*] 
where the union (*) runs through all aEA such that aa<J J, and the union (**) runs 
through all triples (a,, n, al) E A x Nx A such that n(on)-’ >J Jand aln(on)-‘a2<J J. 
The opposite inclusion is obvious. Since n(orr) ml is an N-language, the result 
follows. q 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof parallels that of Theorem 3.5. We only indicate 
those points at which the arguments differ. Let L c A* belong to the smallest family 
of languages that contains A*V and is closed under boolean operations and con- 
catenation. To show M(L) E Ap- ’ V it suffices to prove (a) that the composition of 
two relational aperiodic morphisms is aperiodic (which is quite easy - see [9], for 
example), and (b) that the relational morphism ,u(L)-‘(p(L,) x ,u(L,)) : M(L)+ 
M(L,) x M(L,), where L = L,aL,, is aperiodic. This closely resembles the proof of 
Proposition 2.1; the details are carried out in [lo]. 
For the converse, we look at a functional aperiodic morphism rc : M-, N and con- 
sider its factorization rc = 71, .. . rr,,, where each of the factors 71i satisfies one of the 
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conditions (a)-(d) listed in the proof of Proposition 3.4. Once again, Case (a) cannot 
arise, and if 7ri : S+ T satisfies conditions (b) or (d), or condition (c) with J2 null, 
then any S-language can be obtained from T-languages by boolean operations and 
concatenation. It remains to show that this is also true in Case (c) with J2 regular. 
So suppose a:A*+S is a morphism with nj : S + T as in Case (c) with J2 regular; 
we will show that for all s E S, scr- ’ can be obtained from T-languages by boolean 
operations and concatenation. If s is not in J, U J2, then so- ’ = (sni)(oni)- ‘, and if 
s E J, , then so- ’ = (Sni)(~E~)- ’ nL’, where L’= {WEA* 1 WO<~ J,). It follows from 
Lemma 5.2 that so- * has the required form. If s E JZ, then (snj)(oni)- ’ n (A * - L’) 
is the union of all ~‘5~’ where S’E J2 and s’ni = sn;. To recover sn,: ’ we must some- 
how specify the L-class and R-class of s as well; this is sufficient, since zi is injec- 
tive when restricted to H-classes. Consider the set X of all pairs (m, a) E S XA such 
that m E JZ and m(aEi) is R-equivalent o s. The set of all words having a nonempty 
proper prefix whose image under 5 is R-equivalent to s is 
where the unions are over all (m,a) EX. Note that (mni)(oni)-’ is a T-language. 
We get a similar description for the set L2 of all words having a nonempty proper 
suffix whose image under (z is L-equivalent to .s. Then s5-’ =slri(5ni)-’ n 
(A * - 1;‘) n L, 17 LZ, which is obtained from T-languages by boolean operations and 
concatenation. It now follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.5 that if 
M(L) E Ap- ’ V, then L can be obtained from the languages in A*%’ by boolean 
operations and concatenation. 0 
6. Connection with the dot-depth hierarchy 
For each finite alphabet A we define a hierarchy of families of languages in A* 
as follows: 
- go= {A*,o}, 
- 9. ,+, = boolean closure of the family of languages of the form L,a,L2 . . . a,_ ,L,, 
where LjE~i for j=l,...,k. 
It has been shown that there is a hierarchy of M-varieties V, c I’, c V2 G ... whose 
union is the M-variety Ap of aperiodic monoids, and such that A * Vi = gj for all 
i~0. This is done in Ill]. 
If h4 is an aperiodic monoid, then the least k such that ME Vk is called the dot- 
depth of A@, denoted d(M). Actually, the dot-depth hierarchy (or Brzozowski 
hierarchy) is usually defined as a hierarchy {B;} of S-varieties. (See [l].) It is 
shown in [ll] that for all ir0, Vi consists of all the monoids in Bj. There is a close 
connection, discovered by Thomas [12], between these hierarchies and descriptions 
of aperiodic languages in first-order logic. 
Let II : S-+ T be a morphism of finite monoids. Suppose 7~ has a factorization 
n=rri... zk where ker(n,) bloc for i> 1, and rrl satisfies condition (c) in the 
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proof of Theorem 3.4, with J2 regular. From Proposition 2.2(a), the fact that con- 
catenation product distributes over union, and the proofs of Theorem 5.1 and 
Lemma 5.2, it follows that every S-language is in the boolean closure of the family 
of languages of the form L,a,L, . ..akPILk. where each Lj is a T-language. In par- 
ticular, if T is aperiodic, then S is aperiodic and d(S)< 1 +d(T). As an immediate 
consequence of these observations (and the factorization theorem of Rhodes cited 
in the proof of Theorem 3.4) we obtain the following ‘continuity’ theorem and 
upper bound theorem for dot-depth: 
Theorem 6.1. (a) Let M be an aperiodic monoid of dot-depth k. Then there exist 
surjective morphisms 
M=Mk+Mk_l+ . ..-M.+M~={l} 
such that the dot-depth of Mi is i for 0 5 is k. 
(b) Let M be an aperiodic monoid. Consider a factorization of the morphism 
IC : M-t {l} where each factor satisfies conditions (a)-(d) listed in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4. Let k be the number of these factors that satisfy condition (c) with 
J, regular. Then d(M) I k. 0 
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